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Abstract: We introduce the Standing Wave Optical Line Trap (SWOLT)
as a novel tool for precise optical manipulation and long-range transport
of nano-scale objects at low laser power. We show that positioning and
transport along the trap can be achieved by controlling the lateral com-
ponent of the scattering force while the confinement of the particles by
the gradient force remains unaffected. Multiple gold nanoparticles with a
diameter of 100nm were trapped at a power density 3 times smaller than
previously reported while their transverse fluctuations remained sufficiently
small (±36nm) to maintain the order of the particles. The SWOLT opens
new doors for sorting, mixing, and assembly of synthetic and biological
nanoparticles.
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1. Introduction

With the introduction of the optical tweezers by Ashkin in 1986 [1, 2], fields such as biophysics,
colloidal physics and nanotechnology have widely adopted it as a tool for manipulating and ap-
plying external forces on micro-scale objects without being invasive to the system [3–7]. While
standard optical tweezers are commonly used to manipulate single objects, the development
of new methods for multi-particle manipulation has recently become of great interest. For ex-
ample, optical methods for sorting and mixing of particles as part of lab-on-chip devices have
been the focus of many studies, also known as optical fractionation [8–13]. There has also been
much effort in optical methods for continuous transport and delivery of many particles along
defined pathways in extended optical traps [14–26]. However, both the optical fractionation
and extended trap techniques have only been shown to be effective for manipulating individual
particles larger than about 1μm in diameter.

There are some techniques which have demonstrated simultaneous manipulation of smaller
particles using counter-propagating Bessel beams or evanescent interfering fields [27–36]. Par-
ticles even as small as 200nm in diameter were shown to be manipulated [30, 31, 33, 35]. How-
ever, manipulating such small particles seemed to require laser power of more than 1W . Such
high powers would likely damage biological samples, and laser heating of the sample has been
reported as a problem in at least one instance utilizing Bessel beams [30]. And while the laser
power used in the evanescent interfering field technique may be distributed over a larger area,
the particles are pulled toward the surface by the gradient force and are not trapped free floating
in solution, which could make controlled assembly of particles difficult.

Our goal is to develop a technique that can manipulate nanoparticles free in solution using
low laser power and allows for continuous optical transport. Such a technique would be highly
beneficial for sorting, mixing and assembly of not only synthetic particles such as individual
carbon nanotubes, but also for biological particles such as small vesicles. With this goal in
mind, we base our technique on the standing wave optical trap (SWOT), which has been shown
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to produce stronger intensity gradients and deeper potential wells compared to a single beam
trap (SBT) of the same power and is able to trap nanoparticles free in solution [37–43]. In a
SBT, a laser beam is typically focused by a high numerical aperture lens in order for the axial
gradient force to overcome the axial scattering force. This requirement is eliminated in a SWOT
due to the compensation of the axial scattering force by the reflected beam [37–46] and because
the axial gradient force is still generated by the standing wave pattern even if collimated beams
are used. This advantage allows us to generate a highly stable standing wave optical line trap
(SWOLT), even though we have only focused the trapping beam in one dimension. We use the
SWOLT to confine nanoparticles to a precise pathway where the transverse thermal position
fluctuations of the particles are still smaller than their diameter. This is important, for example,
for the precise ordering and assembly of nano-objects.

While the precise confinement of nano-particles is a necessary step in an assembly process,
it would be desirable if the particles could be manipulated independent of this confinement.
Here we show that the lateral component of the scattering force can be used for unidirectional
or bidirectional continuous transport out of the trap or for forcing the aggregation of particles.
The lateral component of the scattering force can be controlled by the lateral and axial position
of the cylinder lens that is used to generate the SWOLT, while the confinement by the gradient
force remains unaffected. The action of the lateral scattering force can be understood by a
simple ray optics model that takes into account the change of incident angle of the trapping
beam as a function of cylinder lens position.

2. Experimental design

The design of the SWOLT is similar to that of standard single beam traps but with a few ad-
ditions. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of our SWOLT. The system is designed around an
inverted microscope (Axiovert 100, Carl Zeiss, Germany). Objects are imaged using the mi-
croscope’s built-in differential interference contrast (DIC) components which include the con-
denser lens, Wollaston prisms, polarizer, analyzer and a halogen lamp as the light source. A
CCD camera (Rolera-XR Fast Cooled, Q-Imaging, Surrey, BC, Canada) is used to capture real
time videos of the particles. A 1064nm wavelength single longitudinal mode laser (CL1064-
1W0-S, CrystaLaser, Reno, NV, USA) is coupled into a single mode polarization preserving
fiber optic cable (PMC-980/1064-6 4-NA012-3-APC-500-P, Schäfter and Kirchoff GmbH, Ger-
many). The coupling optics of the fiber expand the beam to about 5mm in diameter in order to
overfill the back aperture of the objective lens. The objective lens (Plan-Neofluar 100x/1.3 Oil
Pol, Carl Zeiss, Germany) is used both for imaging and for focusing the laser onto the surface of
a dichroic coverslip (1064nm reflectivity > 99%). The incident and reflected laser beams inter-
fere and generate a standing wave trap within the sample chamber (see Fig. 1 inset). The sample
chamber volume is typically filled with deionized water along with the sample to be studied.
A λ/2 plate is used to change the polarization angle of the incident laser beam such that it is
not split in two by the Wollaston prism. Finally, a cylinder lens (LJ1653RM-C, f = 200mm,
Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) is inserted in the beam path in order to transform the SWOT into a
SWOLT. This is done by focusing the laser beam onto a line localized on the back focal plane
of the objective and centered on the optical axis. We will call this the “default” alignment. The
first trapping volume near the dichroic coverslip is nearly diffraction limited transverse to the
long axis (y-axis) of the line trap. The width of the elongated Gaussian intensity profile along
the line trap (x-axis) is determined by the diameter of the incident laser beam, the focal length
of the cylinder lens, and the back focal length of the objective lens. The focusing axis of the
cylinder lens (xCL-axis) corresponds to the elongated axis of the trapping beam (x-axis), thus
the SWOLT can also be rotated through rotation of the cylinder lens. We will show that par-
ticles can be manipulated by translating the cylinder lens laterally or axially from the default
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a standing wave optical line trap. The design is based on a standard
single beam trap design [5, 47], but with two additions. A dichroic coverslip is used as part
of the sample chamber to generate a standing wave optical trap. The cylinder lens is used to
stretch the trapping volume into a line, and translation of the cylinder lens generates lateral
components of scattering force which drive transport along the line.

position. Thus, the cylinder lens is mounted on an XY stage for precise translation perpendic-
ular to the beam path, and the XY stage is attached to a rail system that permits long-range
translation of the cylinder lens along the optical axis. This allows the cylinder lens focal line
to be positioned relative to the back focal plane of the objective lens in order to generate either
collimated, converging, or diverging trapping beams within the sample.

3. Results and discussion

The ability of the SWOLT to stably trap and align nanoparticles at low laser power is demon-
strated in Fig. 2. The compensation of the scattering force increases the stability of the SWOLT

x

y

4μm

Fig. 2. Trapping and alignment of nanoparticles in the SWOLT. Gold particles 100nm in
diameter were stably trapped and aligned in the SWOLT with 70mW of laser power in the
focal plane. Particles are imaged using dark-field microscopy. The particle second from the
left is trapped in the second antinode of the standing wave and thus is out of focus.
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when compared to a single beam trap (SBT). Particularly for metallic particles in a SBT, the
strong scattering forces push them along the optical axis to positions away from intensity maxi-
mum where they become less stable. Thus higher laser powers are generally required for stable
trapping compared to a SWOT. For example, 97 nm diameter gold particles were trapped with
30mW of laser power in an optimized SBT [48, 49]. Here we use 70mW, but when compar-
ing the theoretical power density of the diffraction limited Gaussian focal spot of the SBT
(σx = σy ≈ 0.5μm) with the extended SWOLT (σx ≈ 15μm, measured from direct images of
the SWOLT intensity profile, and σy ≈ 0.5μm), and even accounting for a factor of 4 increase
in power density due to the standing wave, the required power density of the SWOLT is still at
least 3 times lower at the intensity maximum. Particles were also stably trapped far away from
the intensity maximum of the SWOLT (along the x-direction) where the power density can be
nearly an order of magnitude lower compared to the center of the SBT.

Despite the low power density, the gold nanoparticles are well aligned within the SWOLT.
Using video analysis to track the particle positions, the measured standard deviation of the
transverse (y-axis) thermal fluctuations along the length of the trap explored by the particles is
only 36± 4nm (determined by a Gaussian fit to the position data) which is smaller than their
radius. Thus the probability that they reorder themselves along the SWOLT is very low which
is desirable for the assembly of nanoparticles in a precise order.

While it is possible to trap, align, and manipulate such small particles in the SWOLT, their
diameter is below the diffraction limit. This makes the quantification of the trap properties dif-
ficult. Although we can distinguish individual 100nm gold particles from aggregates based on
the scattering intensity (for example doublets appear roughly twice as bright as an individual),
the center of an individual particle cannot be tracked if particles aggregate. Therefore, we use
500nm diameter polystyrene particles, easily resolved in conventional DIC microscopy, for all
following experiments which will characterize the SWOLT.

To determine the trap stability we observed a 500nm diameter polystyrene particle diffusing
in the SWOLT for 2 hours (see Fig. 3(a)) and calculated the position histogram. The longitudi-
nal (x-axis) as well as the transverse (y-axis) probability distributions follow a Gaussian profile
that corresponds to a harmonic potential. The width of the probability distribution along the x-
axis (at y = 0) is 385±4nm and along the y-axis (at x = 0) is 36.9±0.4nm. The corresponding
spring constants are kx = 0.025±0.002pN/μm and ky = 2.6±0.2pN/μm. The errors in these
values are determined from least-squares fitting of the data. The small fluctuations along the
y-axis underline the strong transverse confinement of the particle by SWOLT while the con-
finement along the trap is weak, allowing the particle to explore more than two micrometers by
thermal excitation. The aspect ratios are approximately 10:1 for the position fluctuations and
1:100 for the force constants. As expected, the transverse force constant ky is nearly invariant
over the explored length of the trap (see Fig. 3(b)) which indicates a tube-like confinement of
the particle. The uniform transverse confinement also suggests that the SWOLT extends much
further out, but these parts of the SWOLT are not accessible by thermal fluctuations under the
given experimental conditions. To also explore these parts of the SWOLT, we use two additional
methods: change of the average particle position by the lateral component of the scattering force
and the measurement of the flow velocity of the particle after it is captured by the SWOLT.

In the experiment described above, the SWOLT was aligned so that the scattering force from
the incoming and reflected beam compensated each other completely, i.e. when the trapping
beam along the x-direction is normal to the dichroic coverslip. However, the situation where the
scattering force is completely compensated is only a special case of the SWOLT. The collimated
beam parallel to the optical axis (z-axis) is generated in the sample chamber by focusing the
trapping laser beam on the center of the back focal plane of the objective lens. By translating
the cylinder lens perpendicular to the optical path, a lateral component of the scattering force
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Fig. 3. Characterization of the SWOLT’s trapping potential. a) Position histogram of a
500nm diameter polystyrene bead diffusing in the SWOLT for 117 minutes (1.4×105 data
points). The base image shows the full 2D histogram data. The black curves are individual
line profiles of histogram data for a given x-position averaged over ±65nm. The inset shows
a sample DIC image used to track the bead. The yellow line indicates the path of the center
of the particle over 30sec. b) The transverse spring constant ky of the trap at different
positions along the trap length. Values are normalized to the value at x = 0, ky(0) = 2.6±
0.2pN/μm. The trapping power in the focal plane was about 70mW.

(�Fs
net) will be generated (see Fig. 4(a)). The dashed lines show representative light rays for the

case of zero net scattering force. The solid lines show the path of those rays after the cylinder
lens has been shifted by δxCL. The cylinder lens focal line still lies within the back focal plane
of the objective lens, thus the beam still emerges as collimated, but the incident angle (θm)
of that collimated beam changes. Since the beam no longer propagates normal to the reflective
surface of the dichroic coverslip, there is a lateral component of the scattering force (�Fs

net ) while
the axial components of the incoming and reflected beam still cancel each other out. The lateral
components of the two beams add, amplifying its strength. The lateral scattering force can be
used to push particles to different regions along the length of the SWOLT. To illustrate the
action of the lateral scattering force, the cylinder lens was shifted in steps of 50μm, and a 2D
position histogram was obtained for each position of the diffusing particle. Figure 4(b) shows
the average position of the particle for different positions of the cylinder lens. Note that the
particle can be pushed over a range of 30μm to 40μm by a modest shift of the cylinder lens
(range of incident angles about ±13◦) due to the strength of the lateral scattering force.

To exclude that the longitudinal shift of the particles position is caused by a longitudinal
displacement of the SWOLT while changing the position of the cylinder lens, we imaged the
position of the trap and analyzed its strength. Although it is expected that the shift in the average
position of the trapped particle is due to the lateral scattering force, any changes in the gradient
force also need to be considered since the resting position of the particle is the point where
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Fig. 4. Manipulation of the average particle position in the SWOLT by varying the lateral
component of the scattering force. a) Ray optics diagram illustrating how the lateral com-
ponent of the scattering force (�Fs

net ) is generated by shifting the cylinder lens along the
xCL-direction. b) The average position of a trapped 500nm diameter polystyrene particle in
the SWOLT is shown for different positions of the cylinder lens. The value xeqi = 0 corre-
sponds to a selected pixel on the CCD camera near the x-position of the intensity maximum
when δxCL = 0. The vertical error bars represent the standard deviation of the position. The
solid red line was fit to the data using the model for the SWOLT described in the text (Eq.
(9)). The incident angle (θm) was calculated from cylinder lens position (δxCL) using Eq.
(6). The inset illustrates an example of the particle position within the trapping volume’s
intensity profile. Parameters used: The diameter of the back aperture of the objective lens
(D = 4277μm) as well as the numerical aperture (NA = 1.3) were given by the manufac-
turer; the refractive index of the medium, water, is known (nm = 1.33); the longitudinal
spring constant (kx = 25 f N/μm) was measured as described in the text; and the magnitude
of the incident scattering force at x = 0 (|�Fs

00| = 0.98± 0.03pN) was given from the fit.
This value is near calculations of scattering force magnitude on a Rayleigh particle using
equation 1 in the work done by Ashkin et.al. [1] which yields 1.17pN. We assume the
parameters of a 500nm diameter polystyrene particle (np = 1.55) trapped in water by a
1064nm laser (λ = 800nm in water). The intensity of the incident beam at x = y = 0, I0,
can be calculated from the total power and the x and y widths of the 2D-Gaussian beam
profile by I0 = P/(σxσyπ) = 70mW/(15μm ·0.5μm ·π) = 3.0mW/μm2.

the scattering and gradient force compensate each other. By examining the ray diagram in Fig.
4(a) it is expected that the gradient force distribution will be unchanged as the cylinder lens is
shifted. The solid light rays (representing a non-zero angle of incidence of the trapping beam
on the dichroic coverslip) are parallel to the dashed light rays (representing normal incidence of
the trapping beam) before entering the objective lens, so when they emerge they must intersect
in the focal plane. Thus it is expected that the intensity distribution in the trapping region near
the reflective surface, which is situated near the front focal plane of the objective, must remain
unchanged. Images of the intensity distribution on the surface of the dichroic coverslip were
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obtained by removing the band pass filter (see Fig. 1) from the observation path to allow the
laser light to be imaged on the CCD chip. Fig. 5(a) shows the intensity profiles along the x-axis
as the cylinder lens is moved in steps of 50μm. A shift of ±4μm in the center position of the
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Fig. 5. Intensity profile of the SWOLT as a function of the position of the cylinder lens. a)
The intensity profile of the trap is imaged directly to provide the gradient force component
of the optical forces acting on the particles. No particles are in the trap. Each column of
pixels represents the intensity profile of the trap along its length averaged over ±250nm
from the longitudinal axis (y = 0). Profiles were measured as the cylinder lens was trans-
lated in steps of 50μm. b) Normalized longitudinal stiffness (kx/kx(δxCL=0)) of the SWOLT
as function of the cylinder lens position. The stiffness was calculated from the intensity
distribution (see text).

intensity profiles can be seen as the cylinder lens is moved. This shift is a result of translating
the cylinder lens without also translating the path of the incident laser beam. However, this shift
is in the opposite direction of the particle displacement and is smaller in magnitude. Therefore
the scattering force is pushing the particle to different locations in the trap rather than being
moved to a new intensity maximum by the gradient force. To obtain a measure of the strength
of the spring constant kx, we analyzed the intensity profiles. By taking the derivative of each
intensity profile, which is proportional to the gradient force, a line can be fitted to the derivative
near the trap’s center. The slope of this line is proportional to the spring constant. Figure 5(b)
shows that the calculated magnitude of the spring constant remains unchanged as the cylinder
lens position is varied. Thus the strength of the lateral scattering and the gradient force are
independent within the tested range.

To describe the new equilibrium position of the trapped particle when the angle of incidence
(θm) is not zero, we now develop a quantitative description of the lateral scattering force as a
function of θm. The net scattering force can be described by:

�Fs
net =−2|�Fs

0 |sin(θm)x̂ (1)

where θm is the incident angle of the beam with respect to the normal of the reflective coverslip
(see Fig. 4 and Fig. 6). �Fs

0 is the scattering force applied to the particle by the incident light ray.
Assuming the particle is near the dichroic coverslip which has a reflectivity close to 100%, we
can approximate the magnitude of the scattering force applied by the reflected light ray �Fs

re f to
be equal to that of the incident light ray (see Fig. 4(a) inset). If the particle is not trapped in
the first antinode of the SWOLT (closest to the coverslip), but is trapped in an antinode further
from the surface, this approximation will become less accurate for large incident angles θm

since the incident and reflected rays striking the particles will have different intensities based
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Fig. 6. Definition of the parameters used to calculate the incident angle of the laser light θm

as a function of cylinder lens position δxCL

on the intensity profile of the trapping beam. The magnitude of the force �Fs
0 is proportional to

the intensity of the light ray generating that force. Since we can assume that the intensity profile
of the beam is a Gaussian and the incident angle is independent of x-position in the SWOLT,
we can write �Fs

0 (x) = �Fs
00 exp(−x2/σ2

x ) where σx is the width of the Gaussian intensity profile
in x̂ and �Fs

00 is the incident scattering force at x = 0. Thus Eq. (1) becomes:

�Fs
net =−2|�Fs

00|sin(θm)e
−x2

σ2
x x̂ (2)

To derive the relationship between the angle of incidence and the cylinder lens position, we use
a simplified model of the objective lens as described by Hwang and Lee [50]. We consider a
ray parallel to the optical axis whose distance from the optical axis corresponds to the center
position δxCL of the cylinder lens. The angle θoil can be related to the ray position δxCL by:

noil sinθoil =
δxCL

f
(3)

where f is the focal length of the objective lens and noil is the refractive index of the immersion
oil which is matched to that of glass. And in the limit where δxCL =D/2 the equation becomes:

noil sinαoil =
D
2 f

(4)

where αoil is the maximum incident angle and is related to the numerical aperture NA of the
objective lens by:

noil sinαoil = NA (5)

Using Snell’s law, nm sinθm = noil sinθoil , with Eqs. (3-5), we can write the incident angle θm

as a function of the cylinder lens position δxCL:

sinθm =
2 NA δxCL

D nm
(6)
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Thus the form of the scattering force and the gradient force acting on a particle along the x-axis
in the SWOLT can be written as:

�Fs
net(x,δxCL) =

−4 |�Fs
00| NA δxCL

D nm
e
−x2

σ2
x x̂ (7)

�Fg
x (x) =−kx x e

−x2

σ2
x x̂ (8)

where the x-component of the gradient force �Fg
x is given by the gradient of a Gaussian intensity

profile and is independent of cylinder lens position δxCL. Using Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) it is now
possible to solve for the equilibrium position of the particle, which is where �Fs

net + �Fg
x = 0.

Solving these equations for x, the position of the particle, yields:

�xeqi(δxCL) =
−4 |�Fs

00| NA δxCL

kx D nm
x̂ (9)

The validity of Eq. (9) can be tested by fitting this function against the experimental data (see
Fig. 4(b)) leaving the magnitude of the maximal scattering force (|�Fs

00|) as the only free pa-
rameter. The excellent agreement of data and calculation confirms that our simple model is
sufficiently precise to describe the change of the scattering and gradient force as a function of
the position of the cylinder lens correctly.

If the gradient force does not change as the angle of incidence is changed, then a probe
particle can be manipulated by the scattering force alone to an arbitrary equilibrium position
along the trap. This allows us to measure the transverse stiffness of the trap ky from the local
thermal fluctuations of the particle (see Fig. 7). As expected, the transverse force constant,

Fig. 7. Transverse stiffness of the SWOLT measured at different equilibrium positions
along the trap. Using the lateral scattering force as shown in Fig. 4(a), a 500nm diame-
ter polystyrene particle was pushed to positions away from the position of highest inten-
sity. The transverse stiffness ky was measured concurrently with equilibrium position data
shown in Fig. 4(b). A Gaussian profile is drawn to guide the eye.

dominated by the gradient force, follows essentially the Gaussian intensity profile of the trap.
When the particle is displaced 15μm from the center to either side, its transverse stiffness drops
to just a few percent of its center value, but the trap is still strong. We like to emphasize again
that the positioning of the particle was achieved by the lateral scattering force, in contrast to
most other optical manipulation techniques in which the particle is transported primarily by the
gradient force and thus typically comes to rest at the intensity maximum.

To quantify the lateral scattering force along the long axis of the trap, we track the probe
particle as it is transported along the length of the trap to its rest position which is given by the
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balance of the gradient and scattering force as calculated above. Since the Reynolds number of
a nanoparticle in water is very small, it can be assumed that the particle/fluid system is over-
damped and the particles travel at terminal velocity at any instant. In this case the drag and the
optical force are always in balance, and we can determine the magnitude of the optical forces
along the SWOLT from the local velocity of the particle using Stokes’ law: �Fd

x = 6πεηavxx̂ =
�Fs

net + �Fg
x where η is the viscosity of the fluid, ε is a correction factor for the viscous drag

near a surface [51], a is the radius of the particle, and vx is the x-component of the particle’s
velocity. Figure 8(b) shows the local velocities of particles and the corresponding forces while
they are transported form the capture position to the position of zero force. The results are an
average over 16 to 18 particles for each of the three angles of incidence. For the case of vertical
incidence (θm ≈ 0) for which the scattering force is almost completely compensated, the force
profile resembles that of the gradient of a Gaussian intensity profile as expected. When the
incidence angle is not zero, a net scattering force (�Fs

net ) is generated. With increasing angle
of incidence, the maximum velocity of the captured particle increases, and the equilibrium
position of the particle is moved further away from the center of the trap as already indicated
in Fig. 4(b). We can calculate the local velocity of the particle as a function of the angle of
incidence from Eqs. (2), (8), and Stokes’ law:

�vx(x,θm) =
−1

6πεηa
e
−x2

σ2
x
[
2|�Fs

00|sin(θm)+ kxx
]
x̂ (10)

The data sets in Fig. 8(b) were fitted with Eq. (10) where the angle of incidence was the
only free parameter. The resulting angles of incidence agree well with the experimental values
calculated from the cylinder lens positions δxCL = {0,−100,−200}±15μm (corresponding to
θm = {0,−2.62,−5.24}±0.39◦). The uncertainty in cylinder lens position arises from the me-
chanical accuracy and drifting of the positioning stage. The good agreement between the model
and data again supports the assumption that the scattering force can be varied independently of
the gradient force.

So far, net scattering forces were generated by changing the angle of incidence of the col-
limated beam by displacing the cylinder lens perpendicular to the optical axis. However, scat-
tering forces that lead to transport in the SWOLT can be generated in another way. Fig. 9
illustrates how lateral scattering forces can be generated by translating the cylinder lens along
the optical axis rather than perpendicular to it. The forces now act radially inwards (converging
beam) or outwards (diverging beam) from the optical axis, and the incident angle varies with the
position along the long axis of the trap. For a diverging beam (Fig. 9(a)), the x-components of
the scattering force counteract the gradient force and push the particles away from the center of
the trap. For a converging beam (Fig. 9(b)), the net scattering force reinforces the gradient force
and pushes the particles toward the center of the trap. The latter essentially leads to stronger
confinement and a higher force constant of the trap. Also in this case, the intensity profile of the
SWOLT near the surface of the dichroic coverslip will remain constant as the cylinder lens is
translated along the optical axis (δ zCL). Thus the gradient force again remains constant even as
the scattering force is varied. Using this technique, particles can be transported radially toward
or away from the center of the SWOLT, rather than unidirectionally as shown earlier. Fig. 10
shows images of particles being positioned by translating the cylinder lens along the optical
axis.

When the cylinder lens is moved towards the objective lens and a diverging beam is gen-
erated, the net scattering force acts radially outward and pushes the particles outward from
the center of the trap, thus separating them as shown in Fig. 10(a). When the cylinder lens
is moved away from the objective lens and a converging beam is generated, the particles are
pressed together as shown in Fig. 10(c). We note that the inter-particle spacings seen in Fig.
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Fig. 8. Measurement of the optical force component along the long axis of the SWOLT:
�FTotal

x (x) = �Fs
net(x) + �Fg

x (x). To measure the forces acting along the entire length of the
trap, particle velocities were measured. a) Experimental procedure. Particles diffuse one-
by-one into the trap near one of the ends. A video is recorded of the particle being trans-
ported to its rest position which depends on the incident angle of the trapping beam θm.
The positions and velocities of the particles are determined by video particle tracking.
b) The average velocity of the particle at each position in the trap is shown for differ-
ent angles of incidence (θm). The right axis shows the corresponding optical forces. The
solid curves are fits from the model (Eq. (10)) where θm is the only free parameter. The
remaining parameters are fixed to known, measured, or estimated values. |�Fs

00| = 1pN,
kx = 25 f N/μm, and D = 4277μm as described in Fig. 4. The particle radius (a = 250nm)
is given by the manufacturer; the width of the Gaussian intensity profile (σx = 15.5μm)
is measured from images of the intensity profile at the coverslip surface; the viscosity of
water (η = 1.0 f Ns/μm2) is known; and the viscous drag correction factor (ε = 3) was es-
timated for a particle moving near a surface [51]. Though the particles used here are large
and are trapped near the surface, they do not make contact due to repulsive electrostatic
forces. This occurs because both the glass surface and the carboxylated polystyrene parti-
cles naturally have a negative charge, and the Debye length in deionized water is very long
compared to the glass-particle separation distance. Videos were recorded at a rate of 80
fps. The results of at least 16 particles were averaged for each measurement. The error bars
represent the standard error of the mean of these measurements. All measurements were
done using 70mW of laser power in the sample plane.

10 are determined in part by optical binding forces [52–56]. The SWOLT may provide a very
efficient method for studying such optical binding forces.

Since both the methods, single-direction transport as in Fig. 4(a) and radial transport as in
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Fig. 9. Generation of axially symmetric scattering forces by translating the cylinder lens
along the optical axis. a) Generation of radially outward pointing scattering forces by a
diverging beam. b) Generation of radially inward pointing scattering forces by a converging
beam.
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Fig. 10. Positioning of particles with radially symmetric scattering forces. a) Particles are
pushed away from the center of the trap by the lateral scattering forces generated by a
diverging beam (δ zCL = 60mm). b) Particles move closer to the center of SWOLT when the
laser light is focused on the back focal plane of the objective lens (δ zCL = 0) and the net
scattering force is reduced to 0. c) When the cylinder lens is moved away from the objective
lens (δ zCL =−140mm) thus generating a converging beam, the particles are pressed closer
together. Inset: Propagation of the light rays at the dichroic coverslip surface.

Fig. 9, allow for varying the net scattering force independently of the gradient force, they can
be used to generate continuous transport of particles. Fig. 11(a) (Media 1) shows the continuous
transport of particles in a single direction by increasing the angle of incidence of a collimated
beam while Fig. 11(b) (Media 2) shows the continuous transport of particles in opposite direc-
tions by a divergent beam. Particles 500nm in diameter, carried by a flow of water, are captured
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Fig. 11. Single frame excerpts from video recordings of continuous transport in a SWOLT.
Polystyrene particles are continuously transported by fluid flow into the SWOLT which lies
perpendicular to the flow. The particles are then captured by the SWOLT and transported
by the lateral scattering force towards the end(s) of the trap where the optical gradient force
is much weaker. There, the drag force from the fluid flow is strong enough to overcome the
gradient force and push the particle out of the trap. a) Single direction transport as illus-
trated in Fig. 4(b) with δxCL = −500μm. The SWOLT is tilted slightly towards the fluid
flow to show that the particle transport is not due to drag forces (Media 1). b) Bidirectional
outward transport as illustrated in Fig. 9(a) with δ zCL = 100mm (Media 2). The figure and
media dimensions are 58μm by 32μm.

by the SWOLT which lies perpendicular to the fluid flow. Since the cylinder lens has been trans-
lated perpendicular to or along the optical axis, a net scattering force is generated which pushes
the particles toward the end(s) of the trap. Since the transverse spring constant ky of the trap
decreases significantly toward the ends of the trap (see Fig. 7), the drag force on the particles
is sufficient to overcome the optical gradient force there and carry the particles out of the trap.
Thus continuous transport is generated in the SWOLT by combination of the strong gradient
force that captures the particles from the flow and the strong lateral scattering force that pushes
the particles over long distance to unstable regions where they leave the SWOLT.

4. Conclusion

We demonstrated that stable confinement and precise alignment of nanoparticles can be
achieved in a standing wave optical line trap at low laser power. 100nm gold particles were
stably trapped in the SWOLT with power densities more than 3 times smaller than needed in
a single beam trap. The increase in stability is due to the compensation of the axial scattering
force which lowers the stability of conventional single beam gradient traps. While the axial
scattering force is compensated, there is an amplification of lateral components that can be
used to manipulate the position of particles within the SWOLT. The gradient force that causes
the transverse confinement remains essentially unaffected by the manipulation of the scattering
force, i.e. particles can be manipulated without altering the confinement properties of the trap.
In this way, particles can be transported with varying velocities along a well-defined path and
over long distances (> 40μm). In principle, the length of the SWOLT is only limited by the
aperture of the front lens of the objective. In our case, this would be about 1.35mm (given by
the manufacturer). Thus, provided there is enough laser power, transport should be possible
over much longer distances than shown here. Continuous transport can be achieved by utilizing
the lateral scattering force to push particles into positions of weak confinement. There, they can
be more easily retrieved from the trap and collected, thus creating space for new particles to
enter the trap and be transported. In this work, for example, a fluid flow was used to both intro-
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duce particles into the trap and retrieve them from the end of the trap. It might be possible to
use multiple SWOLTs to hand off particles from one SWOLT to another which would allow for
continuous sorting or mixing of particles. In an advanced arrangement, a three step process can
be employed where nanoparticles are first sorted, then arranged, and finally brought together
and assembled. The standing wave optical line trap provides the precision necessary to achieve
this kind of controlled assembly of nanoparticles in solution at room temperature.
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